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Foreword
This Part 2 JSP provides guidance in accordance with the policy set out in Part 1 of this JSP; the guidance is sponsored by the Defence Authority for Safety. It provides policy-compliant business practices which should be considered best practice in the absence of any contradicting instruction. However, nothing in this document should discourage the application of sheer common sense.
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Preface
How to use this JSP
	1.	JSP 426 is designed to be used by all civilian and military personnel in the MOD. The
Fire Safety and Fire Risk Management (FRM) policies and procedures contained in this JSP apply to all MOD establishments (including those consisting of a single building) and, where reasonably practicable, to exercises and deployed operations. They are to be adhered to by all MOD organisations and their personnel, including agency staff. Responsible Persons are also to ensure that contractors who work on the MOD estate, or who are involved in exercises and deployed operations, comply with the regulations specified in this JSP. This JSP will be reviewed at least annually.
	2.	The JSP is structured in two parts:
	  
Part 1 - Directive, which provides the direction that must be followed in accordance with statute or policy mandated by Defence or on Defence by Central Government.

	Part 2 - Guidance, which provides the guidance and best practice that will assist the user to comply with the Directive(s) detailed in Part 1.


Coherence with other Defence Authority Policy and Guidance
3. Where applicable, this document contains links to other relevant JSPs, some of which may be published by different Defence Authorities. Where particular dependencies exist, these other Defence Authorities have been consulted in the formulation of the policy and guidance detailed in this publication.
  

	Related JSPs
	Title

	815
	Defence Health and Safety and Environmental Protection

	375
	Management of Health & Safety in Defence

	482
	MOD Explosive Regulations



Training
	The law defines that a person is to be regarded as competent to undertake fire safety preventive and protective measures if they have had sufficient training and experience or knowledge and other qualities.


Further Advice and Feedback – Contacts
	The owner of this JSP is Director General DSA. For further information on any aspect of this guide, or questions not answered within the subsequent sections, or to provide feedback on the content, contact:



	Job Title/E-mail
	Focus
	Phone

	DSA-DFSR-TL@mod.uk 
	Regulation, Enforcement and Policy lead
	01264 381405

	DSA-DFSR-ATL@mod.uk 
	Policy, Regulation, Resilience & Assurance
	01264 383866
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1 Regulation and Enforcement of Fire Safety Legislation
Scope
	This chapter details the methodology by which the Defence Fire Safety Regulator (DFSR) will verify that all relevant premises have a suitable and sufficient fire risk assessment and that Responsible Persons (RP) are discharging their legal obligations to maintain compliance with UK Fire Safety legislation, Defence regulation and the obligations placed upon the Secretary of State by virtue of the subject legislation and regulations.


Introduction
	The method of enforcement most suited to the MOD business (including areas of the Defence Estate used for 3rd party income generation) is based on resolving issues with agreed Actions Plans (APs) prior to any formal action.


Roles and Responsibilities
	The Secretary of State for Defence has delegated powers by Charter to the Director General of the Defence Safety Authority (DG DSA). By delegations to the individual regulatory domains, DG DSA empowers regulators to appoint inspectors and undertake the duties of safety regulation and enforcement across Defence. In the case of the DFSR, this covers safety regulation relating to the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order and allied legislation as it applies to the Defence in Scotland and Northern Ireland. The DFSR discharges the duties of the Fire Safety Enforcing Authority for National Fire Safety Legislation, Statutory Fire Safety Regulations, Defence Regulations and any applicable Policy and Standards. The DFSR also discharges the statutory ‘Duty to Consult’ with Building Control Authorities.

	With the exception of Domestic Dwellings, legislation requires that all MOD owned and occupied premises to have a suitable and sufficient Fire Risk Assessment (FRA). This is achieved by virtue of the MOD Fire Safety Management Plan (FSMP). Chapters 2, 3 and 4 provide further direction regarding FSMP, FRA and risk based Audit policy, as well as the training and competence levels required for those undertaking fire safety duties across Defence.


Enforcement Model
	The enforcement model employs a tiered approach commencing with an initial expectation that the RP/s will achieve and maintain legislative compliance. However, where enforcement expectations are such that a ‘soft’ approach fails to achieve compliance, the enforcement model allows for a harder line to be adopted in order to protect relevant persons.

	The enforcement and enforcement expectations flowcharts provide guidance on the enforcement route employed by the DFSR.
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Enforcement Flowchart

Enforcement Expectations
7. The following guidance is considered by the DFSR when determining the most appropriate enforcement strategy.
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 8.	Ascending levels of enforcement are: 
	 Level 1 - Broadly Compliant. Inform and Educate with regulatory advice where 
the Inspector considers necessary. 


	 Level 2 - Notification of Minor Fire Safety Deficiencies. This level of enforcement requires the Inspector to formally notify the RP of minor fire safety deficiencies. Follow up action is not normally required. 


	 Level 3 - Notification of Fire Safety Deficiencies. This level of enforcement 
requires the Inspector to formally notify the RP of fire safety deficiencies. Follow up action is normally required to ensure that such deficiencies are rectified within agreed periods documented in an AP. 


	 Level 4 - Enforcement Notice. An Enforcement Notice may be considered where it is considered by the Inspector that general fire precautions are such that an 
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Enforcement Notice is required to achieve compliance. Where such action is considered, DFSR TL1 is to be consulted by the RFSM prior to this enforcement action. In the event of this enforcement level being enacted, the Enforcement Notice will be copied to the relevant TLB/TFA CESO; irrespective of occupancy2. Follow up action is always required.
e.	Level 5 - Prohibition Notice. Irrespective of occupancy, where an enforcing authority considers that the use of a premises involves (or will involve) an immediate risk to persons from fire so serious that the use of the premises ought to be prohibited or restricted they may issue a Prohibition Notice under the terms of the relevant fire safety legislation. A Prohibition Notice will specify the matters that give rise to the risk and direct that until those matters have been remedied particular uses of the premises are prohibited or restricted to the extent specified in the Notice. The Notice may come into effect immediately if there is considered to be an imminent risk of serious personal injury, otherwise the Notice will specify when it takes effect. Where such action is considered, the RFSM is to obtain approval and agreement from DFSR TL or ATL prior to this enforcement action. Details of Prohibition Notices will be held in a register maintained by DSA DFSR FSM. Close monitoring and follow up action is always required.
9.	Where the RP is to be served with a ‘Notice’, this may be done by delivering, posting, or leaving it at their official address; i.e. last known or specified address. The serving of a ‘Notice’ in electronic format (E-mail) is only acceptable where the recipient has indicated to the enforcing authority in writing that they are prepared to accept a Notice in this manner. The types of Notice are:
	Notifications that deficiencies exist on the premises regarding general fire precautions that are of a magnitude that warrants an Enforcement AP with an agreed completion time and the DFSR will monitor progress.

	Enforcement Notice for deficiencies that are sufficiently serious that Enforcement Action will be taken. Issued by, or on behalf of, the DFSR.

	Notice Prohibiting or Restricting the Use of the Premises. Issued by, or on behalf of, the DFSR.

	The notification (letter) to conduct, review or audit a premises or establishment. Action Plans


10. With specific regard to APs, those that are part of the MOD Integrated Site Fire Safety Management Plan (FSMP) and associated Fire Risk Assessments should follow the model as attached. Enforcement APs shall indicate the non-compliance by reference to the specific legislative duty that the RP or ‘person/s having control of the premises’ are considered to be in breach of.
11. The basic methodology is that education and co-operation is fundamental to raising the awareness of persons who have control of premises. In the majority of cases, polite persuasion and education will often enable the majority of people to understand the risk
1 In the absence of the DFSR TL, the ATL shall be informed.
2 Applies to both MOD ‘owned and occupied’ and MOD leased premises.
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and act in a responsible and informed manner to work with the Fire Safety Advisor to agree a suitable AP to mitigate the risks to manageable levels. Where circumstances of risk are sufficiently high to dictate this not to be the case, or an AP is not completed in an agreed and realistic period; the matter is to be raised formally to DFSR T/L.
Complaints, Appeals and Determinations
12. The fire safety legislative framework and associated documentation and guidance provided by the Enforcement Concordat and changes to the latter resulting from the Hampton Review, provides the primary direction to Enforcing Authorities by which they can establish effective regimes for inspection and enforcement. The DFSR has a responsibility to establish enforcement procedures within the spirit of the Enforcement Concordat, and this includes the provision of an appeals and determinations procedure. This framework exists primarily for the benefit of businesses or third parties operating on the MOD estate and falling under the enforcement scope of the DFSR.
Complaints and Appeals
13. It is envisaged that complaints and appeals from businesses and third parties will generally fall into one of the following categories:
a.	Conduct. The conduct of regulatory personnel regarding any interaction with personnel from businesses and third parties whereby personnel from those businesses and third parties feel aggrieved, or in any other way offended by the actions of representatives of the enforcement organisation.
b.	Maladministration. The following aspects may form the basis for a complaint of this type:
	An unacceptable delay in a response to a business or third party.

	An incomplete response to a business or third party.


c.	Technical. The technical accuracy, relevance and proportionality of any statutory or non-statutory guidance provided by appointed regulatory personnel whereby RPs from those businesses and third parties feel that the actions being enforced upon them are not appropriate or proportionate to the risk.
14. If a complaint is received that raises issues regarding the conduct of an individual, this complaint must initially be referred to the individuals Line Manager (LM); the LM will consult and be guided by the Departmental policy, rules and guidance. Complaints of maladministration and appeals of a technical nature will be dealt with by the DFSR T/L.
15. Where appropriate and achievable, complaints should be dealt with informally and on the spot; particularly when complaints are of a simple nature and have been received by telephone or email. Irrespective of the nature of the complaint, Departmental policy demands that complaints are recorded, investigated and responded to within 20 working days. Appeals of a technical nature shall be dealt with in a formal and recorded manner and within a time period that is proportionate to the technical nature of the appeal and any associated analysis that may be required to provide a fair and balanced response to the third party.
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	Complaints that threaten or intimate any form of legal action must immediately be referred to DG DSA. Prior to any response other than a holding reply, DFSR T/L will seek advice from the Defence Legal Services (DLS).


Determinations
	Determinations can only be made in respect of technical disagreements and will follow the procedures as detailed in the RRO Guidance Note 2 - Determinations of Disputes by the Secretary of State. Significantly, this procedure requires the agreement of both the RP and the enforcing authority. Once the Secretary of State has made a determination, the enforcing authority may not take enforcement action that would conflict with his determination.

	All complaints, appeals and requests for determinations are to be notified to: DSA-DFSR-HQGroupMailbox@mod.uk 


  
  
 Related Documents 
 JSP 426 Part 2 
	 Chapter 2 - Fire Safety Risk-Based Audit and Assurance. 
	 Chapter 3 - Fire Safety Management Plans. 
	 Chapter 4 - Fire Risk Assessments. 
	 Chapter 14 - Competency Framework for Fire Safety Assessors and Regulators. 


 Guidance 
	 DCLG Guidance - http://www.communities.gov.uk/fire/firesafety/firesafetylaw/  
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2 Duty to Consult with Other Authorities and Regulators
Scope
1.	In accordance with Article 45 of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 and
similar requirements of fire safety legislation in Scotland and Northern Ireland, all building control bodies (including approved inspectors) have a duty to consult with the DFSR before approving plans for works on the MOD estate. Such works may involve an erection of a building, an extension of a building or the structural alteration to a building or a proposal to change the use of a building; all requiring building regulations’ approval.
Introduction
2.	The Defence Infrastructure Organisation (DIO) manages the infrastructure, land and
associated services on the Defence estate and lays down the framework for construction and estate management. Works are notified to the DFSR by varying methods depending on location, originating organisation and historical practice.
Consultation and Approval Processes
3.	All proposed fire safety related works shall be notified to the DFSR via the relevant
Regional Fire Safety Manager (RFSM) by the originator/sponsor of the proposed works using the Notification of Fire Related Works (Form 1). After assessing the information submitted and depending on the nature of the works, the RFSM will allocate the works by sending the form to either a Fire Safety Inspector (FSI) or the fire and rescue service provider for action.
Regulatory Route - Fire Safety Inspector (FSI) & Project Fire Officer (PFO)
4. On receipt of a completed form from the Works’ Originator (WO), the RFSM shall allocate a FSI to undertake the duties of Project Fire Officer (PFO). Once nominated the inspector will contact the WO and issue a standard notification letter confirming the consultation process that the relevant Building Control Adviser (BCA) is to follow. The PFO duties also include:
	attending design meetings as necessary.

	issuing certification when content that the design is compliant with relevant Fire Standards or a Fire Resilience Risk Assessment that has been accepted by RP.

	carrying out site inspections during the works phases and the completion of subsequent site inspection reports.

	issuing certification when the works have been completed.

	submission of Determination Reports as necessary.


5.	The Notification of Fire Related Works Form provides information that may indicate a
military/financial value necessitating additional action. RFSMs will assess the information
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to determine if a Business Impact Assessment (BIA)3 is required. The Defence Fire Safety Regulator ATL will analysis the BIA and provide any additional regulatory opinion and guidance for fire prevention and protection, post-fire environmental containment and any additional business continuity and sustainability measures that are considered proportionate to both the strategic and financial risks carried by RPs.
Non-Regulatory Route (Works Not Requiring Building Regulations Approval) – Fire and Rescue Service Provider
	A large proportion of works generated on the MOD Estate comprises replacement like-for-like, through life maintenance and minor works where Building Regulations approval is not required. There is no legal duty imposed for consultation; however, if the work is fire safety related (fire alarms, emergency lighting, etc), the WO is obliged to inform the relevant SDM to ensure MOD regulations are complied with and that fire safety legislative duties borne by Heads of Establishment / RPs are not compromised. Fire and rescue service provider SDMs act as the Competent Person for such assurance and are therefore required to provide the appropriate level of advice.

	On receipt of the completed Notification of Fire Related Works Form from the RFSM, the fire and rescue service provider will allocate a competent Fire Safety Advisor4 (FSA) to deal with the works as necessary. This will predominantly only involve a standard notification letter with appropriate comments to be sent to the WO (Certificate A is not required). The letter will inform that the works are to be completed to the relevant standard(s) and that the WO is responsible for informing the FSA on completion of the works in order for a fire risk assessment (FRA) to be arranged with the FSP. The FRA will confirm that the work has been completed to relevant standards and negates the need to issue a Completion Certificate.

	It is recognised that a smaller proportion of works not requiring Building Regulations approval may require more input from the FSA than those already mentioned; such as technical advice to assist with replacement design of complex active measures or fire resisting standard of passive measures, etc. In such cases the amount of involvement is to be assessed by the fire and rescue service provider based on the complexity of the works and competency level of FSA. If deemed necessary, the Notification of Fire Related Works Form is to be returned to the RFSM for allocation to a FSI for action.


Variation from Building Regulations and/or Relevant Fire Standards
	In cases where design proposals vary from the Building Regulations and/or British Standard (BS/EN) Codes of Practice, the Project Manager will apply for a determination via DIO Building Control process and consult with the FSI. On receipt of details of the determination application, the FSI will submit a report to the RFSM who will consult with a DIO Principle Building Surveyor. Consultation will result in Determinations being considered by the DIO Principle Building Surveyor with regard to Building Regulations.


3 Further guidance on this may be found at Chapter 6.
4 Further guidance may be found at Chapter 15.
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Related Documents
JSP 426 Part 2
	Chapter 4 - Fire Safety Management Plans.

	Chapter 5 - Fire Risk Assessments.

	Chapter 6 - Resilience of Defence Capability from Fire.


Legislation and Guidance
	The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order.

	The Fire (Scotland) Act.

	The Building Regulations.

	Scottish Technical Standards.

	Northern Ireland Building Regulations.
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3 Fire Safety Risk-Based Audit and Assurance
Scope
1.	This Chapter details the process by which the DFSR will audit and provide assurances to the Secretary of State for Defence with regard to compliance with statutory and policy requirements relating to fire safety on the Defence Estate.
Introduction
2.	This Chapter details the audit process that shall be followed by Appointed Inspectors whilst carrying out premises fire safety audits.
Roles and Responsibilities
3.	The DFSR must enforce the provisions of the Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order and allied legislation as it applies to the Defence Estate in Scotland and Northern Ireland. On behalf of the DG DSA, the DFSR shall appoint ‘Inspectors’ to carry out statutory enforcement, statutory risk based audit and non-statutory fire safety regulatory duties.
4.	Heads of Establishment shall give all reasonable access and co-operate with appointed inspectors. Inspectors must provide suitable identification when requested.
Fire Safety Audit
5.	The audit will be undertaken by an ‘Authorised Inspector5’. The audit process is based upon the policies and procedures used by the UK Fire & Rescue Authorities. This provides a process that is reasonable, proportionate, recorded, transparent and auditable. The audit allows a number of functions to be carried out including:
	An assessment of the management profile and capabilities.

	Assessing the level of compliance with the appropriate fire safety legislation.

	The determination of the appropriate level of enforcement required to achieve compliance.

	A consistent and verifiable process should enforcement action be necessary.

	A risk profile that is used to establish audit review frequencies.

	Informing the annual assurance report to the DG DSA.


6.	The process will primary take the form of an audit of the premises management and an assessment of compliance with appropriate fire safety legislation; supported by
5 Chapter 16 provides further policy relating to the training and competence levels required for those undertaking fire safety duties across Defence.
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evidence gathered from the Site Fire Safety Management Plan (FSMP). A secondary function of the process will audit compliance and actions associated with the Part 1 (Site Assessment) and Part 3 (Business Resilience).
Fire Safety Assurance
7.	The DFSR will provide assurances in accordance with the delegations and management and reporting protocols detailed in JSP 815.
Related Documents
JSP 426 Part 2
	Chapter 4 - Fire Safety Management Plans.

	Chapter 5 - Fire Risk Assessments.

	Chapter 15 - Competency Framework for Fire Safety Assessors and Regulators.


Legislation and Guidance
	The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order.

	The Fire (Scotland) Act.

	DFSR Fire Safety Audit Process.
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4 Fire Safety Management Plan (FSMP)
Scope
1.	This Chapter details the policy, responsibility and format of MOD Site Fire Safety Management Plans.
Introduction
2.	In the MOD, the assessment and maintenance of fire safety is catered for by the use of Fire Safety Management Plans (FSMP) and Fire Risk Assessments (FRA).
Roles and Responsibilities
3. The FSMPs and FRAs, which are produced or conducted by the fire and rescue service provider in accordance with MOD policy, are to assist RPs in fulfilling their duties and responsibilities in fire safety legislation. It is the RP’s duty to inform the appropriate fire and rescue service provider point of contact of any amendments or additions required. The ownership of the FSMP, related FRAs and the risk(s) remain with the RP.
Compilation
4. The FSMP which encompasses the whole of the Establishment / Site normally consists of 3 parts:
	Part 1:


Site Assessment and Overview.
Supporting DFRMO Service Delivery Information.
	Part 2:


Premises Fire Risk Assessment Register. 
Premises Fire Risk Assessments (FRAs).
	Part 3:


Resilience of Defence Capability to Fire.
5. The Site Assessment and Overview may not be produced for small sites as the information is readily obtainable from the small numbers of FRAs contained in the FSMP.
6.	Parts 1 and 3 of the FSMP will be initially compiled by the fire risk assessor from information supplied by the establishment.
7.	Part 2 of the FSMP will be updated as FRAs are conducted or reviewed. Review
8.	The RP must have a system in place to review the FSMP and FRAs periodically and when there is reason to believe changes are required. A proportion of FRAs will be
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checked for suitability and sufficiency during the Fire Safety Risk Based Audits conducted by the DFSR.
9. The information contained in Parts 1 & 3 of the FSMP can provide valuable information for the Local Authority (overseas Host Nation) Fire & Rescue Services in their tactical information plans. Such information will also be assessed as part of the Fire Safety Risk Based Audit.
Related Documents
JSP 426 Part 2
	Chapter 3 - Fire Safety Risk-Based Audit and Assurance.

	Chapter 5 - Fire Risk Assessments.

	Chapter 15 - Competency Framework for Fire Safety Assessors and Regulators.


Legislation and Guidance
	The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order and allied legislation as applicable to MOD in Scotland and Northern Ireland.
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5 Fire Risk Assessment (FRA)
Scope
1.	Across the MOD, the assessment and maintenance of fire safety is catered for by the use of Fire Safety Management Plans (FSMP). These incorporate a record of the Fire Risk Assessment and Action Plans (AP). The MOD FSMP and FRAs are used to enable RPs to comply with Fire Safety Legislation and incorporate Departmental requirements and best practice.
Introduction
2. The design and construction procedures should ensure that buildings have the necessary fire protection measures incorporated in their structure at the time they were built. However, the safety from fire afforded to personnel occupying those buildings depends upon a further range of factors, which include:
	the use the buildings are put to.

	the processes conducted in the buildings and their associated hazards.

	the correct maintenance of the fire safety measures aimed at countering the above.


Fire Safety Law
3.	In accordance with Fire Safety Legislation the RP / Duty holder6 shall:
	make a suitable and sufficient assessment of the risks to which relevant persons are exposed for the purpose of identifying the general fire precautions required to comply with the Fire Safety Order, or allied legislation as applied to MOD in Scotland and Northern Ireland..

	take such general fire precautions as will ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the safety employees.

	in relation to relevant persons who are not employees, take such general fire precautions as may reasonably be required in the circumstances of the case to ensure that the premises are safe.


Roles and Responsibilities
4. The Competent Defence Fire Advisor (CDFA), by virtue of delegations and agreements, provides fire and rescue services that include the provision of appointed persons to undertake FRA(s) on behalf of Head of the Establishments to assist them in discharging their legal obligations as relevant RPs.
6 In UK fire safety legislation Responsible Person, Duty holder and Appropriate Person are referred to. These are essentially the same and relate across Defence to the Head of Establishment.
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5.	In respect of premises used by non MOD occupiers (leased or otherwise) the ‘RPs’ (that may include MOD as the Landlord) have a duty to ensure that a suitable FRA is in place. FRAs across Defence shall follow the PAS (79) process and be of a non-complex or complex nature of assessment as determined by the features of the building; such as construction, use (occupancy group), complexity of design and risk factors.
Review Procedure
6.	The Fire Safety Risk Assessor will arrange a suitable date to carry out the review with the establishment and confirm with the relevant RP.
7.	To facilitate the FRA review, a self-assessment questionnaire will be sent with the confirmation letter and should be completed to assist with reviewing the following information:
	Records of checks, testing and maintenance of fire safety equipment and systems (such as Fire Extinguishers, Emergency (Escape) Lighting, Fire Alarm / Detection Systems, Means of Escape (Fire Exit Doors).

	Records of fire training including fire drills and evacuations.

	Records of fires and unwanted fire alarm signals (false alarms).

	Fire safety management procedures.

	Personnel Escape Plans (applicable for personnel who (may) need assistance to evacuate the building in an emergency).

	The FRA for the building/facility.

	Fire Safety Orders.


8.	Fire safety related documents, including Parts 1 and 3 of the Establishment’s FSMP will be examined together with an inspection of relevant subject premises/facilities.
9.	At the conclusion of the visit, the RP, the EFFP (and the non MOD occupier where appropriate) will be briefed by the Fire Safety Risk Assessor on the findings and an Action Plan agreed. The Fire Safety Risk Assessor will produce the appropriate documentation.
10. Completed FRA(s) with a covering letter, a summary of the major findings and an acknowledgment / receipt form will be sent by the Fire Safety Risk Assessor to the Head of Establishment. The receipt of the FRA(s) is to be formally acknowledged by RP / Head of Establishment. An ‘electronic’ copy of the FRA may be requested from the Fire Safety Risk Assessor.
Review Frequency
11. The FRA will be reviewed by a Fire Safety Risk Assessor periodically depending on risk and not resource. Reviews of the FRA are dependent on the risk grading given by the Fire Safety Risk Assessor. Typically, this will be no longer than:
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	Substantial risk - premises that fall into this grading may be subject to enforcement action and/or regular monitoring.

	Moderate risk - 3 yearly.

	Tolerable / Trivial risk - 5 yearly.


13. Periodicity for reviews and validations may be changed if it is the Fire Safety Risk Assessor’s opinion that the risk, management of the risk or other risk related factors warrant or require a more or less frequent review.
Related Documents
JSP 426 Part 2
  
  
	 Chapter 3 - Fire Safety Risk-Based Audit and Assurance. 
	 Chapter 4 - Fire Safety Management Plans. 
	 Chapter 15 - Competency Framework for Fire Safety Assessors and Regulators. 


 Legislation and Guidance 
	 The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order and allied legislation as applicable to MOD in Scotland and Northern Ireland. 
	 BS/EN (PAS) 79 - Fire Risk Assessment. 
	 DCLG Guidance - http://www.communities.gov.uk/fire/firesafety/firesafetylaw/  
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6 Resilience of Defence Capability to Fire
Scope
	This guidance details the methodology that will be used to analyse the management of the risk of fire across the Department.


Introduction
	The overall objective to identify and measure the Department’s risk from fire and to provide for effective, economic and risk proportional fire protection measures that are consistent across the Department. This requires that the management of the risks of fire across the Department and the probabilistic risk and consequence of fire be assessed in relation to the need to maintain and sustain key defence capabilities. Regulatory guidance provides fire risk management objectives for consideration by RPs or other stakeholders that may be held to account for the loss of military capability and sustainability; or, for an unacceptable and preventable financial losses.


Roles and Responsibilities
	Direction for fire resilience policy, regulatory guidance and annual assurance reporting will be provided by the DFSR. Implementation and assessment will be managed by the fire and rescue service provider.

	Annual assurance reporting to DG DSA will include statistical data with a summary of the respective regulatory guidance provided and progress towards implementation of appropriate fire risk mitigation. DFSR will provide a professional opinion relating to resilience assessments and implementation; particularly where an indirect risk to life (RtL) may be created by the loss of military capability. Reporting will also include circumstances where a RP or other accountable persons decide to reject any recommendations made and the reasons for this rejection.


Risk Categorisation
	To engineer consistent and risk proportional fire protection, there is a need to measure the risk, in both strategic and fiscal terms. To achieve this, the following Risk Categories are used:


	Risk Category 5. The highest risk category from a National Resilience perspective. These are the most critical Defence capabilities that also meet the Critical National Infrastructure (CNI) criteria (Category 5) and may be declared as a Defence component of the CNI list (under the Cabinet Office’s Government Sector register). This type of risk has the potential to compromise National resilience, operability and sustainability7.

	Risk Category 4. The highest risk category from a Departmental Resilience perspective. These are of top Defence criticality but not considered to be CNI. This


7 Category 5 risks may be assessed if requested; or, if the risk created by the presence of such a risk is considered to contribute to a TLB/TF risk.
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type of risk has the potential to compromise military operability and sustainability. This risk also presents the potential for disproportionate financial loss to the Department.
	Risk Category 3. This type of risk has potential to compromise military operability and sustainability. However, the financial risk is considered tolerable.

	Risk Category 2. This type of risk has potential for disproportionate financial loss to the Department. However, the risk is to military operability and sustainability is considered tolerable.

	Risk Category 1. The lowest risk category. This type of risk is not considered sufficient to compromise military operability and sustainability. This risk does not present the potential for disproportionate financial loss to the Department.


Military (Business) Requirement Factors
	In order to inform the most accurate assessment, Military (Business) Requirement Factors (MRF) must be provided by the RP, or a representative at SO1 level or above (or civilian equivalent). The MRF measurement defines the consequential losses from fire that can be tolerated without an unacceptable degradation of military capability. In assigning a MRF, a level of importance is implied that relates to the need to maintain a capability or the availability of an asset. As such, MRF 1 and 2 facilities may negate consideration of financial issues unless they represent a significant part of an organisation’s worth for which it alone must bear the cost.


Business Impact Analysis
	A Business Impact Analysis (BIA) is an essential component of an organisation's business continuity plan; it includes an exploratory component to reveal any vulnerability, and a planning component to develop strategies for minimising risk. The result of such analysis is a BIA Report, which describes the potential risks specific to the organisation studied.

	A BIA can be presented in numerous ways, tailored to the individual organisation, or to an insurer’s requirements. A BIA spreadsheet recommended for Defence fire risk management use is provided at Annex B and cites the following:


	SRO / TLB / TFA / RP.

	Points of contact.

	Location of business function.

	Capabilities, facilities and assets covered by the BIA .

	Durations of unavailability:


	< 24 hours.

	> 24 hours.
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> 1 week.

	> 1 month.

	> 6 months.

	> 1 year.


	Description of impact of unavailability on business / operations (for each level of outage duration).

	Strategic impact - Military Requirement Factor (MRF).

	Financial impact - replacement costs (cost for each level of outage duration).

	Regulatory or legal impact.

	Recovery time objective (RTO).

	Maximum tolerable period of disruption (MTPD).

	Dependencies.

	Whether the RTO can be met.


9.	In order to comply with the duty placed on Building Control and Fire Safety Authorities to consult, the BIA may also be beneficial when consulting these authorities on proposed changes to a building.
Related Documents
Other MOD Guidance
	Joint Service Publication (JSP) 503. This provides a strategic overview of Departmental policy, aims and objectives and offers a basic toolkit to those planning for Business Continuity.

	JSP 886. This provides the financial thresholds within the Defence Storage and Supply environment commensurate with the fire protection measures required as financial thresholds are elevated.


Legislation and Guidance
	BS 25999. This BS covers Business Continuity Management.

	British Standard (BS) 9999. This BS covers fire safety solutions employing predetermined BS 7974 fire engineering calculations but does not require the user to conduct these calculations to determine the solution. The BS mainly focuses on life safety but does incorporate factors that could be used to inform a business resilience fire risk assessment.
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	BS 7974 - Published Document (PD) 5. This PD provides guidance and an understanding of both the capabilities and limitations of fire service intervention, and takes into account the physiological demands on firefighters; the firefighting procedures that are used; and limitations of firefighting equipment.

	BS 7974 - Published Document (PD) 7. This PD in the BS 7974 series deals specifically with fire risk assessment; majoring in the area of probabilistic risk assessment and provides a significant amount of data in respect of fire probabilities across a wide range of building and process types.

	BS 7974 - Published Document (PD) 8. This PD in the BS 7974 series deals specifically with property protection, mission continuity and resilience. This PD also introduces the concept of the BIA.
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ANNEX A – MILITARY REQUIREMENT FACTORS (MRF) MRF 1 - Major
Definition. The function provided by the facility, building, or its key contents, is critical for the military task. The facility/building, or its key contents, are not duplicated elsewhere and if lost could not be replaced speedily enough to prevent an unacceptable disruption to operations.
Consequences
Loss of the facility/building would eliminate a crucial military capability which could not be readily replaced or duplicated.
Loss of more than 10% of the key contents in any one fire is not acceptable.
  
  
 Guidance 
 Few facilities/buildings, or their key contents, are likely to fall into this category. Examples might be: unique facilities such as the fast jet repair facility or the periscope repair facility; and any others containing unique equipment essential to role or for repair. 
 MRF 2 - Serious 
 Definition. The function provided by the facility, building, or its key contents, is backed up by only one alternative and could not be readily replaced or duplicated. The alternative may be provided in one of two possible ways. Firstly, it may be provided by an entirely separate building. Secondly, it could be provided by sub-dividing the facility/building into two separate fire resisting compartments. 
 Consequences 
 Loss of the facility/building, or one of the two fire resisting compartments would mean that 50% of the associated military assets would be lost. 
 The loss of no more than 33% of the total assets across both facilities/buildings, or both fire resisting compartments, could be tolerated without critical impact on operations. 
 Guidance 
 Several facilities/buildings and/or contents are likely to fall into this category. Examples might be: primary or alternate C2 facilities; explosive manufacturing and associated storage buildings, where replacement of ammunition/ordnance within a limited time might not be possible; two facilities containing either vital weapons or spares. 
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MRF 3 - Significant
Definition. The function provided by the facility, building, or its key contents, is backed up by two alternatives. This could embrace: 3 separate buildings; 2 separate buildings, one of which is divided into 2 fire resisting compartments; or one building divided into 3 separate fire resisting compartments.
Consequences. The prime consequences resulting from a fire in terms of loss of contents would depend upon the distribution of those contents between the buildings/fire resisting compartments. But the following statements are representative criteria for MRF 3.
Loss of the facility/building, or one of the three fire resisting compartments, would mean that 33% of the associated military assets would be lost.
Loss of more than 50% of the key contents in any one fire is not acceptable.
  
  
 Guidance 
 Many facilities/buildings are likely to fall into this category. Examples might be: the facility/building is one of three facilities containing spares for one type of ship, aircraft or armoured vehicle. Assuming total fire loss of any one of these facilities then the unavailability of spares would not exceed 33% of the planned requirement. 
 MRF 4 - Not Significant 
 Definition. The function provided by the facility, building, or its key contents, are backed up by many alternatives. 
 Consequences 
 Loss of the facility/building, or fire-resisting compartment would have a minimal affect on the planned military capability. 
 Loss of more than 50% of the total assets is tolerable without impact on military operations. 
 Guidance 
 The majority of minor facilities/buildings are likely to fall into this category. Examples might be: accommodation buildings having no planned military role, NAAFI, ancillary stores/workshops/laboratories/training buildings, churches, theatres, lecture rooms and other buildings where the role can quickly be provided by making alternative arrangements. 
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ANNEX B – BUSINESS IMPACT ANALYSIS
	Name of Person Completing 
Spreadsheet:
	SRO / TLB / TFA / PT / RP:
	Location of Business Function:

	Points of Contact:
	Capabilities, Facilities and 
Assets:
	Number of Staff at the Business 
Location:

	Business (Operational) Functions Covered:
	Key Mission Objectives of Business (Operational)
Function:

	Durations of Unavailability
(See Notes 1 and
2)
	Description of 
Impact of 
Unavailability 
on Business 
(Operations)
	Strategic 
Impact - 
Military 
Requirement 
Factor
	Financial 
Impact - 
Replacement 
Costs
(See Note 3)
	Organisations 
that the 
business 
(operational) 
function is 
dependent on 
and the nature 
of the 
dependency
	Organisations
that are dependent on the business (operational) function and the nature of the dependency

	< 24 Hours
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	>24 Hours
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	> 1 Week
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	> 1 Month
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	> 6 Months
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	> 1 Year
	 
	 
	 
	 
	 

	Regulatory or Legal Impact:
	Recovery Time Objective (RTO):

	Additional relevant information:
	Maximum Tolerable Period of Disruption (MTPD):

	Is the RTO achievable? (YES / NO)

	Notes 
(1) Insert agreed time periods before using the form. 
(2) If it is decided to use more time periods than 6, add in additional rows. 
(3) Cost to replace key capabilities, facilities and assets.
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7 Fire Risk Response Plan (FRRP)
Scope
	This chapter details the procedure and process by which a RP can establish the adequacy of existing on-site fire and rescue services; or, guidance as to what levels of emergency fire and rescue response are considered appropriate in the opinion of the Competent Defence Fire Advisor (CDFA) for a specific site.


Introduction
	As for any responsible organisation, the management of fire protection measures must be suitable and sufficient to prevent death, injury and loss of operational capability through the protection of people and assets. This includes planning for an emergency response on a Defence establishment.


Objectives
	A major component for developing a fire response model is to estimate and assess the adequacy of emergency response measures and formulate plans with sufficient resources that can respond in the event of an emergency. Whilst the safety of life is paramount, general fire precautions required by regulation ensure that an on-site fire and rescue service should not generally be established (unless for exceptional control measures) to protect anything other than the loss of operational capability and assets. In order to provide a consistent process to measure hazards and risks to military capability and ensure a proportionate fire and rescue service response, the CDFA employs a process entitled the Fire Risk Response Plan (FRRP).

	It is therefore good practice to integrate both fire resilience risk management (business/operational resilience) models with those of robust emergency response and intervention models.


Fire Risk Response Plan Assessment Process
	RPs may request professional services from the CDFA to assist in determining the suitability of existing on-site fire and rescue services and/or the adequacy of the response from relevant Local Authority fire and rescue services. The CDFA will employ the FRRP process that is detailed below:


	Initial Data Gathering. This will require RPs to provide hazard and risk data to the fire and rescue service provider along the lines of a Business Impact Analysis (BIA). Historical emergency incident statistics and reports will be reviewed as a part of the data gathering process. Additionally, Part 1 of the Fire Safety Management Plan (FSMP) and Tactical (Pre-Fire) Information Plans (TIPs) may also provide significant data.

	Inter-Agency Consultation. The CDFA will write to the TLB RP and Chief Fire Officer of the relevant Local Authority fire and rescue services to ensure that the channels for consultation are opened and that inter-agency cooperation secures the most appropriate outcome for Defence.
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c.	Site Risk Assessment. A site risk assessment will be completed by a team of suitably trained and competent staff appointed by the CDFA. The team will undertake the site assessment and brief initial findings to the RP (site representative). During the visit, assessors will consider the adequacy and suitability of existing fire risk management measures and the requirement or otherwise of an on-site fire and rescue service balanced against risk and cost.
	Reporting. A FRRP report containing recommended options for consideration will be issued to RPs and other relevant agencies for comment. Further meetings and briefings will progress the FRRP assessment to a conclusion acceptable to RP.

	Implementation. Where agreement on the recommended options can not be reached, the CDFA will seek a resolution through the 3* Fire Board. Once the responsible TLB has agreed implementation of an FRRP option they are to provide formal acknowledgment to the CDFA. The fire and rescue service provider will be responsible for implementing all options where a change in the level of on-site fire and rescue cover is required.


Related Documents
JSP 426 Part 2
	Chapter 3 - Fire Safety Management Plans.

	Chapter 5 - Resilience of Defence Capability to Fire.

	Chapter 17 - Fire and Rescue Services.


Legislation and Guidance
	BS 7974 - Published Document (PD) 5. This PD provides guidance and an understanding of both the capabilities and limitations of fire service intervention, and takes into account the physiological demands on firefighters; the firefighting procedures that are used; and limitations of firefighting equipment.
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8 Fire Safety Training at MOD Establishments
Scope
	This Chapter details the occasions, frequency and types of training required to satisfy the legal obligations placed upon the Department with regard to workplace fire safety training for Service8, Civilian and Contracted persons employed to work on the MOD estate.


Introduction
	It is a legislative requirement and Defence Policy that employees are appropriately protected from fire. A vital component in the achievement of that goal is that employees should be trained in fire safety measures related to their establishment or location. The precise content and priorities for fire safety training will depend upon local circumstances and operational imperatives. For example, personnel on operational deployments, POL operatives and those working in an office building will require different levels of fire safety training.


Objectives
	The objective of all fire safety training is common to all and centres on the need to equip MOD personnel to respond safely and effectively to a fire emergency. To enable this, it is MOD policy that personnel are appropriately trained in fire safety by competent persons as follows:


	Action to be taken in the event of fire; including particular actions relating to the premises or equipment: i.e. gas / power emergency shut off facility.

	Raising the alarm (both alerting others in the vicinity and calling the fire service).

	Evacuation, assembly and roll-call procedures.

	Use of firefighting and escape9 equipment / facilities.

	Particular Hazards: Personnel shall be briefed on any particular hazards that could result from a fire in their workplace and any related precautions or actions.

	General Fire Safety Briefing: As well as the particular actions to be taken in the event of a fire emergency, personnel should be given a general brief on fire safety at their establishment. This should cover such topics as the outline of the establishment fire safety organisation, the need for strict fire safety discipline; including compliance with controls on smoking and the correct use of electrical and gas supplies and equipment, the importance of maintaining escape routes free and available; and the need for employees to alert management to any fire safety risks that come to their attention.


8 This includes foreign military personnel.
9 i.e. equipment provided to assist in the evacuation of disable persons.
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Occasions and Frequency
4.	All MOD and contracted personnel are to be given fire safety training on the following occasions:
	When joining an establishment (including training establishments) as part of formal arrival procedures10.

	Whenever the fire safety risks in a workplace (including deployment locations and accommodation facilities) change in such a way that retraining of personnel is required11.

	Annually. However, more frequent training may be required in high / special risk areas, where special equipment is provided or where deemed necessary by Legislation / Regulation, local circumstances or a Fire Risk Assessment.


Fire Evacuation Drills / Fire Practices
5.	Fire evacuation drills enable management and personnel, to rehearse the whole organisation involved in evacuation plans and procedures as well as all personnel. Such drills test the adequacy of all aspects of the plans. They also give all personnel practical experience of evacuation procedures and thereby test the effectiveness of fire safety training programmes. It is important that drills be made sufficiently testing, for example by barring use of some escape routes and removing a few personnel without notice so as to prove the efficiency of roll call and checking procedures.
6.	Fire evacuation drills are to be conducted at annual intervals and more frequently where warranted by the local risks, the FRA or whenever the procedures are changed. However, because of the increased fire safety risks inherent when in the field, fire evacuation drills for forces on exercises or operational deployments are to be conducted within 24 hours of arrival at the deployed location.
Practical Training in the Use of Firefighting Equipment
7.	In addition to the general requirement for training detailed above, it is necessary to train personnel in the practical use of firefighting equipment. Such training should be appropriate to the firefighting equipment provided, the premises and any specific hazards or risks relating to the premises or equipment. In buildings with a large number of occupants, the RP (normally the HoE / CO) may consider nominating personnel to use the firefighting equipment, this may help to reduce the training commitment and target limited resources efficiently. Where no such policy is in place all occupants of the building are to be trained.
Additional Training
8.	Personnel appointed or nominated to fulfil roles, functions, tasks as part of the
10 As a minimum, the arrival training must include identification and location of escape routes, location of the Assembly Point(s) and any specific requirements. Arrangements can be made for the remaining training requirements to be carried out as part of a group of other new arrivals.
11 The RP (HoE/CO) must ensure that the Fire Safety Risk Assessor is notified in order for the Fire Risk Assessment to be reviewed and amended accordingly.
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establishment’s fire safety organisation will require further training, in addition to the fire training outlined above.
Computer-Based Training
	Additional training may be required in addition to Computer Based interactive fire 
safety Training (CBT) to cover specific risks, hazards or locally required actions.


Records of Training
	All training shall be suitably and sufficiently recorded12, details to be recorded included, date, instructor (where appropriate), method of training, subject areas covered.


Related Documents
  
Legislation and Guidance
	  
The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order and allied legislation as applicable to MOD in Scotland and Northern Ireland.


	DCLG Guidance - http://www.communities.gov.uk/fire/firesafety/firesafetylaw/ 



12 During audits and fire investigations, the RP will be required to confirm that all staff & MOD contractors are given adequate fire safety instruction and training.
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9 General Fire Precautions
Scope
	This chapter details the general fire precautions to be taken in MOD Establishments and facilities. This Chapter should be read in conjunction with the appropriate related documentation for specific risks.


Introduction
	Good housekeeping and the presence of appropriate fire safety policy for all workplaces reduces the possibility of a fire occurring. Carelessness and neglect not only make an outbreak of fire more likely but can also create conditions which may allow a fire to spread more rapidly. It is also possible that untidy or neglected work environments might provide any ‘would-be’ arsonists a greater opportunity to commit such an offence.


  
  
Roles and Responsibilities

3.	RPs shall ensure that suitable measures are in place to reduce the risk of fire on the premises and the risk of the spread of fire on the premises. This includes:
	  
measures in relation to the means of escape from the premises.

	measures for securing that, at all material times, the means of escape can be safely and effectively used.

	measures in relation to the means for fighting fires on the premises.

	measures in relation to the means for detecting fire on the premises and giving warning in case of fire on the premises.

	measures in relation to the arrangements for action to be taken in the event of fire on the premises. This includes:


	measures relating to the instruction and training of employees.

	measures to mitigate the effects of the fire.


  
4.	RPs should ensure all staff are appropriately trained and associated procedures are fully complied with (including safety checks).
5.	Management should apply measures, which minimise the risks associated with:
	inadequate cleaning of work areas and the poor maintenance of equipment.

	the accumulation of rubbish, paper or other combustible materials which can be accidentally or deliberately ignited.

	electrical wiring plugs and sockets which are faulty or in poor condition and the overloading of circuits and the use of inadequate fuses or other safety devices.
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unauthorised repairs or modifications to electrical equipment.

	electrical equipment left switched on when not in use, unless designed to be permanently connected; including measures to manage the risk created by careless use of heating equipment (permanent and portable).

	the unauthorised charging and use of personal electronic equipment.

	obstructing the ventilation outlets of heaters, machinery and electrical appliances, including office equipment.

	the use of hazardous materials.

	the handling and storage of flammable substances and combustible materials especially in liquid or gaseous forms.

	hot working; the use of flame, spark and heat producing equipment and ‘controlled burning’.

	smoking and smoking materials.


6.	The precautions referred to in paragraph (3.a.1) do not include special, technical or organisational measures required to be taken or observed in any workplace in connection with the carrying on of any work process, where those measures:
	are designed to prevent or reduce the likelihood of fire arising from such a work process or reduce its intensity.

	are required to be taken or observed to ensure compliance with any requirement of the relevant statutory provisions within the meaning given by the Health and Safety at Work Act.


Related Documents
JSP 426 Part 2
	Chapter 8 - Fire Safety Training at MOD Establishments. Legislation and Guidance

	DCLG Guidance - http://www.communities.gov.uk/fire/firesafety/firesafetylaw/ 
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10 Community Fire Safety
Scope
1. The aim of this chapter is to address issues affecting the safety of the MOD community. Community Fire Safety (CFS) is about raising awareness in respect to fire and ensuring that Service and MOD civilian personnel are given the correct information and advice to promote a safe environment whether at home or at their place of work.
Introduction
2.	Although termed Community Fire Safety, it is an all encompassing term of safety in the community; not solely fire safety. This Chapter is intended to assist in the approach to CFS, and provide initiatives to facilitate risk reduction to reduce the incidence and severity of undesired events involving fire, including road traffic collisions, environmental damage and other related emergencies by applying initiatives across the MOD community utilising a single broad based framework.
Aims
3.	‘Making the MOD Community Safer’ is an aim to which the Department will aspire. The principal methods to be employed to achieve the aim will be the provision of targeted education programmes and partnership working. By such processes the Department can permanently reduce:
	the number of fires and other emergencies.

	the number of accidental (preventable) fires in homes and Service Single Living Accommodation, thus reducing days lost by employees.

	the number of injuries caused by emergencies (not only those caused by fire).

	the number of deliberate fires.


Implementation
4.	Many core tasks involve interaction with MOD communities which can provide ideal opportunities to deliver CFS in an effective and efficient way that is both achievable, realistic and measurable with available resources. The fire and rescue service provider can exploit this when carrying out mandatory fire awareness training of unit personnel where the subject CFS can enhance the delivery and quality of the training by widening the scope for fire safety transcending the workplace to safety scenarios within a domestic environment.
5.	Successful CFS initiatives require an element of planning, communication, cooperation and co-ordination:
a. Planning. Incorporating CFS delivery within core tasks; i.e. Fire Risk Assessments, advisory visits, fire awareness training, etc. Targeting risk areas; i.e. SFA, SSLA, Messes, etc.
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Communication. By utilising all forms of media available at the Department. This could include the production of posters/Chapters, Forces radio, electronic means (DVD/CDs, Intranet), Routine Orders, Garrison magazine/newsletter, H&S meetings, Open Days, Road Shows, etc.

	Co-operation. Forming working partnerships with Local Authority Fire & Rescue Services (LAFRS), Health and Safety Focal Points, Defence Estate Housing/Modern Housing Solutions, Welfare Officers, Families Officers, Schools, MDP, etc.

	Co-ordination. Co-ordinating CFS strategies at unit level which include consideration of planned risk targets, external agencies input and other factors such as seasonal messages or Government campaigns.


Delivery
6.	In broad terms, there are three different ways of delivering the CFS message on the Defence Estate, these are:
	Fire and Rescue Service Provider. This will mainly be the method used by on-site fire stations covering their immediate area of responsibility.

	Joint Partnerships. The setting up of partnerships with other agencies to ensure that a co-ordinated CFS message is provided to Service and civilian personnel and dependants.

	LAFRS Personnel Only. Delivery of the CFS message by LAFRS personnel will be widespread throughout the whole community, especially where an establishment fire and rescue service provider is limited or unavailable.


Schools
7. The Fire Safety Education Programme has been researched and written in collaboration with professional educators. The programme covers 5 stage areas, these are:
	Foundation Stage.

	Key Stage 1.

	Key Stage 2.

	Key Stage 3.

	Key Stage 4.


8.	Before delivering any of the above educational initiatives, personnel need to be aware of any children who have been involved in a fire or had experience of one. In which case, a sensible approach should be taken.
9.	Additionally, it is important that personnel are familiar with the Department’s policy on the checks carried out under the Disclosure and Barring Service - Enhanced Criminal
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Records Check with Childrens’ Barred List. It is also essential that a teacher remains in the classroom at all times a programme is being delivered.
10. Schools provide for our children’s future and they should not be forgotten in our plans. Giving talks and showing audio visual material to pupils will complete a policy of providing fire safety education over the longer term; ensuring that as adults, they will have an awareness of the hazards of fire. These provide excellent opportunities to educate those who will develop to form the safety conscious population and thus communities of the future.
Framework
  
 Free Home 
Fire Safety 
Visits 
 Post Incident	Progress	Local  Follow Up	Area Plan	Campaigns 
 “To Make the Defence Estate a Safer Place to Live, Work  and Visit” 
 Station Community Fire Safety Action Plan 
 National Community Fire Safety Campaigns 
 Schools 
Education 
Programme 
 Fire Risk Reduction 
 Working 
with Young 
People 
 Partnership 
Working for 
a Safer 
Community 
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11 Marquees, Tents and Similar Structures in Support of Social/Public Events
Scope
	The guidance contained in this chapter are to be applied in connection with the use of marquees, other tentage and similar structures used for social/public events (Summer Balls, Open Days, etc). Precautions and guidance to be applied in respect of marquees, other tentage, air supported structures and other similar structures use for Operations and Exercises are contained in JSP 426, Part 2, Chapter 11.


Introduction
	The construction of marquees, other tents and similar structures used for social/public events render these structures vulnerable to fire. To ensure the safest use of these structures, this Chapter outlines the legal responsibilities, policy, duties and guidance to those planning events using such structures.


Duties and Responsibilities
	The RP should be in charge of, and present in, the structure during the whole time the structure is open to the public. Should this prove to be impractical, then, a deputy shall be nominated who is free from work that would take them away from the primary role of safety management supervision, particularly in the event of an emergency.

	The RP or an appointed person shall ensure that suitable and sufficient assessments of the risks of fire to the structure(s) is undertaken. A site plan of all proposed temporary structures, activities and Fire Risk Assessments is to be forwarded to the fire and rescue service provider.


Attendants
	Attendants are to be trained in fire safety procedures, with the fire and rescue service provider consulted as appropriate. Instruction shall include a demonstration of the locations and use of firefighting equipment provided, how to call the emergency services and safely manage evacuation procedures. There must be competent attendants on duty during the time that the public are in the structure/s. Attendants must have been specifically instructed as to their responsibilities in the event of fire or other emergency. Account should be taken of the additional responsibility created by the attendance of disabled persons.

	At least one attendant, who shall not be the RP, shall be on duty for every 250 or part of 250 persons in the structure. However, where the majority of the patrons are under the age of 16, there shall be at least one attendant for every 50 or part of 50 persons.

	The main duty of attendants is to ensure that safe conditions are maintained in the structure. To achieve this they shall:
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be readily recognisable.

	ensure that no overcrowding occurs in any part of the structure.

	keep gangways and exits clear at all times.

	prevent persons from standing on seats or furniture.

	be aware of any special requirements needed to ensure the safe evacuation of the audience/patrons.

	position themselves at the exits to assist in evacuation, before leaving the premises themselves.


Selection of Marquees, Tents and Similar Temporary Structures
	When sourcing Marquees, Tents and similar temporary structures, materials and liners should be inherently fire retardant. The material, panels and liners shall have a label or certification affixed to provide details of fire retardant properties and relevant BS/EN or international equivalent standards.


Surface Linings
	All exposed surfaces of materials used in the construction of Marquees, Tents and similar temporary structures, materials and liners should be inherently non-flammable. In cases where this is not technically feasible, materials treated with a fire retardant solution may be deemed acceptable13. Where materials used have been treated with a fire retardant solution, records shall be maintained detailing such treatments and periodic inspections and conditioning checks / re-treatments that are carried out in accordance with the material manufacturer’s recommendations.


Siting and Layout
	The site should be clear of hazards; and, in particular provide easy access and ample open space for all the occupants of the tent(s) to get clear to a place of safety in the event of fire. Spacing between marquees, and between tents and other similar type structures, shall be not less than 6 metres. Where marquees are to be sited in close proximity (within 6 metres) to a permanent building, this will have a considerable effect on the fire safety arrangements for both structures. In such circumstances, consultation with the fire and rescue service provider will be essential.

	Special care is to be taken when tentage is used for entertainment or exhibition purposes. Under no circumstances are tents or marquees to be directly attached to permanent buildings. If direct access from permanent buildings is required, a covered walk way is to be provided, terminating at least 1 metre from the building.

	The site must be arranged to allow for adequate means of access for firefighting appliances to within 50 metres of any part of the structure. Access routes shall be not less than 4 metres wide, have no overhead structure or cables less than 4.5 metres above the


13 Fire retardant treatments shall achieve a Class 1 surface spread of flame classification as described in the current Building Regulations.
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ground, and shall be capable of taking the weight (about 14 tonnes) of firefighting appliances in all weathers.
	Emergency vehicle access routes within the site shall be kept clear of obstruction at all times.

	Grass shall be cut as short as possible before the erection of tents is commenced, and cuttings should be cleared away to a safe place.

	Access to hydrants and other water supplies shall not be obstructed or obscured.

	Car parks shall be provided well clear of all tents and on no account should parking be allowed in tent lanes or roadways.


Means of Escape
	  
All tables, seating, stalls, props and equipment must be sited to ensure that a clear path of sufficient width is maintained at all times.

	Opening flaps in the perimeter wall of the marquee are not acceptable as an alternative to exit doors, as past experience has shown these to be inadequate. However, open sides or large areas of open side may be considered acceptable.

	The required minimum width of any final exit in relation to the number of occupants 
who may have to use it should be determined by table below:


  

	Minimum clear width of exit
	Number of persons

	1.05 metres
	1 to 160

	1.65 metres
	161 to 240

	1.95 metres
	241 to 320



	An allowance must be made for the fact that one exit may be obstructed and not available because of fire, smoke or other hazards. Exits located within a 45 degree radius should be regarded as one exit for the purpose of calculating the number of exits required. Final exits should be distributed evenly around the structure so that viable alternative routes are available from all parts. Exit routes may discharge through an adjacent room, provided that there is a clear and direct path to a final exit. The distance of travel from any point should not exceed 18 metres.

	Exit routes, both internal and external, must be maintained free of all obstructions caused by the superstructure of the marquee, temporary fixings, etc. Furthermore, where a change of level has to be negotiated on any exit route, easygoing ramps shall be provided (in preference to steps) with a maximum gradient of 1:12.

	Where necessary, illuminated safety signage shall be provided above each of the exits. All fire safety signs shall comply with current regulations for safety signs. Additional safety signs may prove necessary to ensure that exit routes may be followed; however, this can only be assessed at the time of use. Signs should be conspicuously illuminated by
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the normal lighting at all times when the premises are in use. Where necessary, provision should also be made for the signs to be illuminated by the escape lighting system to ensure visibility in the event of mains failure.
Lighting
	The normal lighting should adequately illuminate all internal and external routes of exit and be switched on at all times during the event when natural lighting is insufficient. Naked flames are not to be used as a means of illumination.

	Where necessary, emergency escape lighting shall be provided throughout the covered areas and if necessary to those parts of the site outside the marquee which form exit routes.


Fire Warning Arrangements
	Where necessary, a fire alarm system, incorporating facilities for public address, shall be provided throughout the area. The system shall come into operation on the actuation of any fire alarm call point, the positions of which are to be agreed with the fire and rescue service provider. The alarm signal must consist of a distinct tone of not more than five seconds duration, audible over the public address system, followed by a pre-recorded message, repeated continuously until terminated at the main control.

	The text of the evacuation message should be as follows, given clearly and concisely:


‘LADIES AND GENTLEMEN." IN THE INTEREST OF SAFETY, THE ******* MUST BE 
EVACUATED. PLEASE LEAVE IMMEDIATELY BY THE NEAREST EXIT. 
ATTENDANTS WILL ASSIST YOU.’
	For certain uses which take place in small to moderate size structures, a simpler type 
of fire alarm system may be acceptable. The fire alarm should be tested daily before the event commences.

	The RP or deputy shall ensure that the Emergency Services have been informed and the marquee, tent or similar structure is completely cleared of persons. A suitable means and location for summoning emergency services should be identified prior to the event and should be readily available at all material times. The fire services should be called immediately to every outbreak of fire. Instructions as to the location of and the method of calling the fire brigade should be prominently displayed.

	Fire Alarm cables shall be fixed in position and where necessary protected against mechanical damage.


Firefighting Equipment
	Suitable fire extinguishers shall be provided and evenly distributed throughout the marquee area. The precise positions for these should be determined after discussion with the fire and rescue service provider when the marquee is being erected. Suitable fire extinguishers shall be provided and sited adjacent to the main electrical switchgear for the marquee.
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Fire blankets shall be provided in a prominent position (where possible) within any food preparation area, where cooking takes place.


Decorations
	For safety reasons the use of camouflage nets, parachutes and similar materials for decorative purposes is prohibited. Combustible decorations are to be restricted to a minimum. Decorations shall not be positioned where they may ignite or materially increase the fire hazard. All decorations shall be positioned with due regard to means of escape routes. Due regard shall also be paid to the effect of draughts.


Heating and Cooking
	Any form of heating or cooking to be provided within the structure must be agreed with the fire and rescue service provider. Cooking should preferably be carried out in a separate structure. Cooking appliances should be positioned clear of tent walls, roofs and other combustible materials and supervised at all times. They should not be left unattended whilst in use.


Electrical Installations
	All electrical wiring and apparatus shall comply with the ‘Requirements for Safety’ cited by the IEE ‘Regulations for the Electrical Equipment of Buildings (Temporary Installations); and, so far as possible, be clear of canvas and positioned where it cannot be tampered with. If generators are used, they should be positioned at a safe distance outside the marquee; clear of tents, and under the supervision of a competent person at all times.

	All electrical installations are to be installed by qualified and competent persons. Fire Security

	When the event has finished, a thorough check of the whole area shall be made to ensure that nothing that may present a fire hazard remains.

	With the exception of authorised essential systems that must continue to operate after normal working hours, all electrical appliances and lighting systems are to be switched off and disconnected by nominated person.


Related Documents
JSP 426 Part 2
	Chapter 1 - Enforcement of Fire Safety Legislation.

	Chapter 4 - Fire Safety Management Plans (FSMP).

	Chapter 5 - Fire Risk Assessment (FRA).

	Chapter 9 - General Fire Precautions.

	Chapter 12 - Tented Camps in Support of Operations and Exercises.
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Legislation and Guidance
	The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order and allied legislation as applicable to MOD in Scotland and Northern Ireland.

	DCLG Guidance Fire safety at open air events and venues.

	British Standard (BS) 5438 - Methods of test for flammability of textile fabrics when subjected to a small igniting flame applied to the face or bottom edge of vertically oriented specimens.

	BS 7837 - Specification for Flammability Performance for Textiles Used in the Construction of Marquees and Similar Textile Structures.

	  
BS 476 Part 12 - Fire tests on building materials and structures. Method of test for ignitability of products by direct flame impingement.
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12 Tented Camps in Support of Operations and Exercises
Scope
	The precautions and guidance contained in this chapter are to be applied in connection with tentage and tented camps used for military operations and exercises. The precautions and guidance to be applied in respect of use for social/public events are contained in JSP 426, Part 2, Chapter 10.


Introduction
	The construction of tents and similar structures used in support of military operations and exercises render these structures vulnerable to fire. To ensure the safest use of these structures, this Chapter outlines the legal responsibilities, policy, duties and other guidance to those planning operations and exercises using such structures.

	UK fire safety legislation designates tents and similar structures if used as, or ancillary to, a place of work. In circumstances where tents and similar structures are used to support military training, exercises and similar activities out side Theatres of Operations, the DFSR will carry out regulatory duties in accordance with JSP 426, Part 2 Chapter 1. In operational theatres, the safety aims and objectives remain the same; however, cognisance of the wider risk spectrum may necessitate a modified approach to fire safety management in order to achieve risk proportionate levels of safety from fire.


Construction Materials and Certification
	Tent material and liners should ideally be inherently fire retardant and not treated post-manufacture. The material tentage panels and liners shall have a label or certification affixed to provide details of fire retardant properties and relevant BS/EN standards or equivalent international standards.


Maintenance and Condition of Tents
	RPs will receive direction and guidance from the project team/equipment supplier with regard to the requirement to periodically inspect and assess the condition of tents and insulation linings; the condition of the latter being a critical factor in assessing the condition and fitness for continued use. Should the tent material or the designated and accompanying insulation lining be assessed as unfit for continued use it must not be used until repaired / replaced and re-assessed.


Siting of Tents
	Tents shall be separated at a distance determined by guidance provided from the Equipment Deliverer; or, as the result of an assessment undertaken by a competent fire safety risk assessor.

	The FRA will take account of the following factors:
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the use to which the tentage is being put to.

	the nature of the occupancy; i.e. sleeping, familiar / unfamiliar.

	the proximity of other risks; i.e. flammables / bulk storage.

	operational constraints.


Means of Escape
	Alternate means of escape in case of fire shall be designed to be used without the use of knives or other aides.


Fire Warning Arrangements
	Where necessary, suitable automatic fire detection and alarm systems shall be provided and comply with relevant BS/EN requirements for design, installation, commissioning and maintenance. Where appropriate, Carbon Monoxide detection shall also be provided.


Climate Control and Heating
	Climate control and/or heating systems shall be installed and maintained in accordance with the manufacturer’s recommendations. Un-scaled portable heating equipment shall be used only after a suitable fire risk assessment


Electrical Installations
	All electrical installations shall comply with IEE regulations and be certified accordingly. All portable electrical appliances to be used in Tentage shall be considered in the fire risk assessment and only permitted on the proviso that suitable and sufficient control measures to ensure the safety or personnel.


Emergency Lighting
	Emergency Escape Lighting (EEL) shall be provided where necessary and shall comply with relevant BS/EN requirements for design, installation, commissioning and maintenance. However, in operational theatres, the need to maintain operational blackouts may take priority. In such circumstances, alternate measures such as the use of personal torches and other devices may be agreed by the Military chain of command in consultation with the Theatre Fire Officer (TFO).


Fire Risk Assessment and Pre-Fire Emergency Planning
	A suitable and sufficient of the risks of fire shall be undertaken. The fire risk assessment shall include comprehensive pre-fire planning to provide the military commander with an assurance that all risks of fire have been mitigated in a suitable and sufficient manner, personnel have sufficient fire awareness training and that those who are require to perform specific actions or supervisory duties in the event of a fire are suitably trained, briefed on the agreed priorities and objectives of the pre-fire plan and competent to carry those actions out.
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Water Supplies for Firefighting
	Water supplies for firefighting shall be provided in proportion to the assessed and measured risks of fire.


Firefighting Equipment
	Fire extinguishers suitable for the climatic conditions shall be provisioned. Fire Piquet

	Where established, personnel that are required to carry out Fire Piquet duties shall be suitable trained, competent and equipped to carry out the duties for which they are detailed.


Related Documents
JSP 426 Part 2
	Chapter 1 - Enforcement of Fire Safety Legislation.

	Chapter 4 - Fire Safety Management Plans (FSMP).

	Chapter 5 - Fire Risk Assessment (FRA).

	Chapter 8 - Fire Safety Training at MOD Establishments

	Chapter 9 - General Fire Precautions.

	Chapter 11 - Marquees, Tents and Similar Structures Used in Support of Social/Public Events.


Other MOD Guidance
	AC60737 - MOD (Army) Fire Safety and Firefighting Regulations. Legislation and Guidance

	The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order and allied legislation as applicable to MOD in Scotland and Northern Ireland.

	British Standard (BS) 5438 - Methods of test for flammability of textile fabrics when subjected to a small igniting flame applied to the face or bottom edge of vertically oriented specimens.

	  
BS 7837 - Specification for Flammability Performance for Textiles Used in the Construction of Marquees and Similar Textile Structures.

	BS 476 Part 12 - Fire tests on building materials and structures. Method of test for ignitability of products by direct flame impingement.
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13 Reporting of Fires or Other
Emergencies Requiring the Attendance of a Fire & Rescue Service
Scope
	The reporting procedure detailed in this Chapter is to be followed by all MOD Establishments to provide initial notification of a fire or other emergency incident requiring the attendance of a Fire & Rescue Service (FRS).


Introduction
	It is important that all incidents of fire are reported at the earliest opportunity to allow attendance and where necessary the DFSR and/or the Defence fire and rescue service provider to liaise with the responding FRS, or to initiate Fire Investigation procedures if appropriate.


Reporting of Fires
	The Defence Safety Authority (DSA) has mandated that all accidents and incidents that harm or have the potential to harm people or the environment shall be notified to the relevant safety regulator and recorded by the TLB Incident Notification Cell14 or equivalent and ensure that the relevant fire and rescue service provider is notified appropriately.


Establishments Without an On-Site Fire Service Presence
	Establishments without an on-site fire and rescue service provider, including formed units, reserve forces and cadet forces are to immediately notify the CDFA to provide initial notification of a fire; this is in addition to submitting the MOD Form 1059 (available from the Defence fire and rescue service provider).

	This notification process does not remove or replace the requirement for the establishment or unit Duty Officer from notifying independent TLB reporting structures.


Establishments With an On-Site Fire service Presence
	Where a fire and rescue service provider on-site, fire stations will also notify the CDFA in the event of:


a.	Any serious incidents that include, but are not limited to, incidents where:
	Fatalities, or injuries requiring hospitalisation, have occurred.

	Significant financial loss15 has occurred to MOD or public assets.


14 See DIN 2012DIN06-022.
15 Financial losses that may attract adverse political or public criticism towards the Department.
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	Significant loss of MOD ‘strategic’ assets or equipment16 has occurred.

	Deliberate ignition or arson is suspected.

	A significant impact on the environment may occur as a result of the incident.

	Any incident that may result in public or media interest.


b.	An incident requiring investigation by a Fire Investigator to identify the cause.
7.	This notification process does not remove or replace the requirement for notifying independent TLB reporting structures.
Related Documents
  
  
  
 JSP 426 Part 2 
	 Chapter 1 - Enforcement of Fire Safety Legislation. 
	 Chapter 14 - Fire Investigation. 


 Incident Notification and Contact Information 
 DSA-DFSR Duty Officer 
 Mobile: +44 (0)7769 952893 (24/7)  DII: DSA-DFSR-HQGroupMailbox@mod.uk  
 Defence Fire and Rescue Service Provider 

	Area
	Designated Contact
	Areas/Counties covered
	24/7 Contact details

	Scotland
	Lossiemouth
	Scotland and Scottish Islands
	Mil: 95161 7338 
BT: 01343 817338

	NI
	Fire Station Aldergrove
	Northern Ireland
	Mil: 9491 31072 
BT: 01343 817338

	North
	Longtown
	North, West, South & East Yorkshire, Durham, Tyne & Wear, Cleveland and Northumberland, Greater Manchester, Merseyside, Cheshire, Lancashire, Cumbria & Isle of Man.
	Mil: 94591 4573 
BT: 01228 794573



16 Strategic losses that may attract adverse political or public criticism towards the Department.
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	East
	Wattisham
	Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire, Lincolnshire, Leicestershire, Rutland, Northamptonshire, Cambridgeshire, Norfolk, Suffolk, Bedfordshire, Hertfordshire & Essex
	Mil: 94674 8267
BT: 0144972 ext: 8267

	West &
	Donnington
	Shropshire, Staffordshire,
	Mil: 94480 2450

	Wales
	 
	Warwickshire, Worcestershire
	BT: 01952 672450

	 
	 
	& Herefordshire, Midlands, Wales
	 

	South
	Middle
	Gloucestershire, Wiltshire,
	Mil: 94329 4276

	 
	Wallop
	Avon, Somerset, Dorset, Devon, Cornwall & Channel
	BT: 01264 784276

	 
	 
	Islands, Hampshire, Berkshire, Buckinghamshire,
Oxfordshire, Isle of Wight, Kent, Surrey, East, West
	 

	 
	 
	Sussex, London
	 

	Germany
	Sennelager
	Germany
	Mil: 94879 2367

	 
	Fire Station
	 
	BT: 00 49 5254 982 2367

	 
	 
	 
	Mob: 00 49 1722 187916

	 
	 
	 
	SDM

	Cyprus –
	Episkopi
	WSBA
	Mil: 94120 3211

	Western
	Fire Station
	 
	BT: 00 357 2596 3211

	Cyprus –
	Dhekelia
	ESBA
	Mil: 94120 4656

	Eastern
	Fire Station
	 
	BT: 00 357 2474 4656

	Gibraltar
	Gibraltar
	Gibraltar
	Mil: 9231 98531 3362/3411

	 
	Fire Station
	 
	BT: 00 350 2005 3362/3411

	Falklands
	Mount
	Falklands
	Mil: 94130 3627

	 
	Pleasant
	 
	BT: 00 500 7 3627

	Ascension
	Fire Station
	Ascension
	Mil: 9231 98537 3325

	 
	 
	 
	BT: 00 24 7 3325

	All other
	ROW SDM
	Includes:
	Mil: 94391 7228

	overseas
	or
	BATUS Canada,
	BT: 01264 38 1228

	Areas
	F&R Service
	BATUK Kenya,
	BT: 0044 7769 917032

	 
	Provider
	BATSUB Belize
	 

	 
	Duty Officer
	Norway, Bahrain, Al Udeid, Seeb, Iraq, Diego Garcia, NATO locations
	 

	 
	 
	And Foreign & Commonwealth
	 

	 
	 
	Office locations
	 

	Alternative contact telephone numbers (if numbers above unobtainable):

	Defence F&R service provider Operations Duty Officer (24/7): +44 (0)7899 067847
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14 Fire Investigation
Scope
	This chapter details the procedures for investigating outbreaks of fire on the MOD estate.


Introduction
	All fires on the MOD estate that require the attendance of a Fire & Rescue Service17 (FRS) are to be investigated by a competent person.

	The objective of a Fire Investigation (FI) is to determine (where possible) the cause and origin of an outbreak of fire. The primary reasons for a FI is to analyse and indentify whether any unlawful act may have been committed and, if so, to assist the police in their investigations; or, where the fire is deemed to be accidental, to put into place adequate preventative measures to ensure the potential for reoccurrences are minimised. Secondary reasons for an investigation are to identify whether there were any failings in processes or procedures either prior to the fire or in the response to the incident.


Levels of Fire Investigation
	Many small fires will not require a full in-depth investigation. However, the cause and facts surrounding the incident will require consideration to identify any emerging trends which may lead to a requirement for increased safety management initiatives in specific areas.

	The fire and rescue service provider retain a number of qualified Fire Investigation Officers (FIO’s) with the necessary competencies to competently undertake all levels of FI. These officers can be deployed if it is deemed that an incident is of such a nature that it requires a full and comprehensive FI (Level 2 or 3 below). Levels of FI are identified by the following criteria:


	Level 1. Where the cause can be established by the Senior Firefighter/Officer on scene.

	Level 2. Where the cause is not easily established or where the incident falls within the categories as detailed below:


	If there are any fatalities or injuries requiring hospital treatment.

	If the cause and/or origin is of a suspicious nature.


	If there has been a strategic loss in terms of military capability, equipment or facilities.


	If there are any other unusual factors that may require further investigation, i.e. automatic fire detection or suppression systems operating


17 This may be a single or multi-FRS response from the Local Fire Authority, Host Nation FRS, or an on-site fire and rescue service provider.
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unsatisfactorily, any unusual fire spread or unexpected explosions were involved, or where unusual sources of ignition are identified.
c.	Level 3. Where resources available at Level 2 are not adequate and/or
appropriate and the investigation requires a more technical and scientific scene examination a collaborative multi-agency approach will be required and this may involve the attendance of one or more of the following:
	Police.

	Additional Level 2/3 FIO(s).

	MOD Crime Scene Examiner (CSE) / Scenes of Crime Officer (SOCO).

	Forensic Science Agencies.

	Other agencies with a legitimate interest.


MOD Police Investigative and Forensic Support
	6.	Fires will often be known to be ‘accidental’ from the outset. Where this is the case,
the police would not normally need to become involved. FIO’s will investigate the circumstances surrounding these fires independently, with recommendations being made on completion. However, any fires involving fatalities, serious injuries or possible deliberate ignition are to be classified as a potential ‘scene of crime’. In this situation, primacy for the scene, including responsibility for scene preservation will be passed to the Police (MDP/Service or civilian) depending on the establishment) at the earliest opportunity and notified to the Defence Safety Authority; once the fire has been extinguished and the scene declared safe by the senior Firefighter/Officer. In the case of serious outbreaks of fire, primacy for the Defence investigation will rest with DG DSA as the convening authority for Service Inquiries (SIs); and specifically, the DFSR as the lead regulator.
	7.	Where primacy for the scene investigation rests with the Police, it is normal practice
that a joint Fire Investigation Team (FIT) is formed which may consist of a number of specialists from different agencies to work in collaboration.
8. Where a police response or assistance is required, depending on the MOD Establishment involved, FIO’s will ensure notification is made to:
	MDP Central Control Room, Wethersfield 01371 854444, or

	The relevant local Home Office Police Force.


Potential Breaches of Fire Safety Legislation
	9.	If, during the course of a fire investigation, it is suspected that a potential breach in
fire safety legislation may have been committed, investigators are to make a note of and take images (if possible) of the alleged offence/s and immediately inform the DFSR.
10. Depending on the circumstances, outbreaks of fire may trigger a post-fire audit from the DFSR.
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Related Documents
JSP 426 Part 2
	Chapter 1 - Enforcement of Fire Safety Legislation.

	Chapter 13 - Reporting of Fires or other Emergencies Requiring the Attendance of a Fire & Rescue Service.


Legislation and Guidance
	The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order and allied legislation as applicable to the MOD in Scotland and Northern Ireland.
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15 Premises Used for Permanent and Temporary Sleeping Accommodation
Scope
	This Chapter details the policy for general fire precautions applicable to non-domestic premises used for permanent and temporary sleeping accommodation. Such premises may themselves form a workplace, or may be considered ancillary to a workplace; such as, Hostel / Barrack / Mess type premises. This policy also covers tented sleeping accommodation deployed in support of military exercises and operations, and premises used for temporary sleeping accommodation; such as TA Centres and Cadet premises. This Chapter does not apply to domestic premises, except if they are to be used as temporary or permanent Service Single Living Accommodation (SSLA); ships, in respect of the normal ship-board activities of a ship’s crew; an aircraft, locomotive or rolling stock, trailer or semi-trailer used as a means of transport.


Introduction
	National fire statistics show that more lives are lost amongst sleeping occupants than any other occupancy. A fire in hostel type accommodation endangers not only the lives of the occupants in the immediate vicinity, but also those occupants elsewhere in the building. These types of building often present management challenges due to the transient nature of the occupants. Premises that are not specifically designed for sleeping accommodation but are used for such purposes on a temporary basis may lack significant fire safety measures such as automatic fire detection and fire alarm systems; as well as other measures such as fire resisting separation and emergency escape lighting.


Policy
	Legislation requires that all MOD owned and occupied premises that include the premises cited in Para (1) are subject to a suitable and sufficient assessment of the risks of fire. This is achieved by virtue of the Fire Risk Assessment (FRA) as part of the MOD Site Fire Safety Management Plan (FSMP).


Responsibilities
	RPs shall ensure that a suitable and sufficient assessment of the risks of fire is undertaken for premises used for permanent and temporary sleeping accommodation. The main principles for ensuring the safety of life are the provision of early fire detection and warning to occupants, measures to resist the spread of fire and means of escape in case of fire that is sufficient for the number of occupants, conspicuously indicated by safety signage, illuminated and provides an unobstructed route to a place of safety.

	Where necessary to ensure the safety of relevant persons, the RP must ensure that the premises and any facilities, equipment and devices provided are subject to a suitable system of maintenance and are maintained in working order. Should any material changes be planned for the premises, such plans must be notified in advance to the Fire Safety Risk Assessor; and, where necessary, the FRA reviewed and updated to take account of those changes.
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Assessment and Determination
8.	The FRA will determine the risk (probability), severity (consequence) and actions
necessary (mitigation) to provide an acceptable level of safety to relevant persons. Mitigation measures identified as a result of a FRA shall be implemented for the period of temporary use. These measures must be approved by the fire and rescue service provider for use up to a period not exceeding 28 days. In circumstances where temporary sleeping occupancy is required for periods greater than 28 days (such as National / International events or Military Exercises), application for a determination is to be sought by the RP from the DFSR18.
Related Documents
JSP 426 Part 2
	  
Chapter 1 - Enforcement of Fire Safety Legislation.

	Chapter 3 - Fire Safety Risk-Based Audit and Assurance.

	Chapter 4 - Site Fire Safety Management Plans (FSMP).

	Chapter 5 - Fire Risk Assessment (FRA).


Other MOD Guidance:
	Relevant fire standards. 
Legislation and Guidance

	The Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order and allied legislation as applicable to MOD in Scotland and Northern Ireland.

	  
DCLG Guidance - http://www.communities.gov.uk/fire/firesafety/firesafetylaw/ Glossary of Terms


Domestic Premises - premises occupied as a private dwelling (including any garden, yard, garage, outhouse, or other appurtenance of such premises which is not used in common by the occupants of more than one such dwelling).
Premises - includes any place and, in particular, includes:
	any workplace.

	any vehicle, vessel, aircraft or hovercraft.

	any installation on land (including the foreshore and other land intermittently covered by water), and any other installation (whether floating, or resting on the seabed or the subsoil thereof, or resting on other land covered with water or the subsoil thereof).


18 Military exercises are not subject to the 28 day caveat but an application for a determination must be supported by a FRA and any significant findings / Action Plans. As part of the determination, the FRA will be audited by the DFSR and a determination provided.
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	any tent or movable structure.


Place of Safety - in relation to premises, means a safe area beyond the premises.
Relevant Persons - means:
	any person (including the RP) who is, or may be lawfully, on the premises.

	any person in the immediate vicinity of the premises who is at risk from a fire on the premises.


Temporary - a period that is less than 28 days over a period of 12 months (excludes military exercises).
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16 Competency Requirements for Persons Undertaking Fire Safety Duties
Scope
	This Chapter details the required level of competency that persons must have to conduct fire risk assessments, regulatory fire safety audits and other duties that may be cited as general fire precautions across MOD.


Introduction
	The law defines that a person is to be regarded as competent to undertake fire safety preventive and protective measures if they have had sufficient training and experience or knowledge and other qualities. A National Competency Framework for Fire Safety has been developed and published by the Chief Fire Officers’ Association (CFOA), based on National Occupational Standards (NOS) for Fire Safety. The purpose of this framework is to ensure that persons appointed with Fire Safety duties and responsibilities have the skills, knowledge, understanding and other attributes necessary to be competent and that processes are put in place to ensure that those competencies are refreshed and maintained.


Roles and Responsibilities
	RPs are required to appoint one or more competent persons to assist them in undertaking their responsibilities. This includes a requirement that all MOD owned and occupied premises (other than domestic dwellings and ship under direction of its CO during normal activities) shall have a suitable and sufficient Fire Risk Assessment (FRA).

	The range of duties and responsibilities for competent appointed persons are detailed below and fall under the categories of those who undertake duties on behalf of the RP. The law states that, where there is a competent person in the RP’s employment, that person must be appointed in preference to a competent person not in his employment to assist in undertaking preventive and protective measures. However, in cases where a competent person is not in the RP’s employment, any external service provided to assist the RP in his duties are to be recognised under competency schemes such as or equivalent to the CFOA National Competency Framework and associated standards:


Appointed Persons
	Fire Safety Advisor.19 A suitably competent Fire Safety Advisor is a Crown Servant or Contractor who has:


a. been trained and has developed a competence level to undertake the duties delegated by the RP. In these circumstances, a Fire Safety Advisor can offer advice, educate those responsible for fire safety in regulated premises but can not carry out fire risk assessments of any premises; or,
19 The term Fire Safety Advisor also includes the Establishment Fire Safety Focal Point, Army Unit Fire Safety NCOs and similarly rolled non-DFRMO personnel.
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b. is able to demonstrate competency to the recommendations of the National Competency Framework and has obtained a qualification equivalent to the Level 3 Certificate in Fire Safety. In these circumstances, a Fire Safety Advisor may additionally carry out fire risk assessments for non-complex premises.
	Fire Safety Advisors are not qualified or appointed to take enforcement action for a breach of fire safety legislation.

	Fire Safety Risk Assessor. A Fire Safety Risk Assessor is a Crown Servant or Contractor who has been developed in line with the recommendations of the National Competency Framework and has obtained a qualification equivalent to the Level 4 Certificate in Fire Safety. In addition to the duties of a Fire Safety Advisor, a Fire Safety Risk Assessor can complete Fire Risk Assessments for complex premises. Fire Safety Risk Assessors are not qualified or appointed to take enforcement action for a breach of fire safety legislation.


Defence Fire Safety Regulators (Inspectors)
	Defence Fire Safety Regulators (Inspectors) are Crown Servants and perform regulatory duties on behalf of DG DSA; they are also appointed to discharge statutory enforcement duties as a Fire Safety Enforcing Authority maintained by the Secretary of State. Persons undertaking these statutory and regulatory duties shall be required to meet the National Competency Framework for a Fire Safety Inspector, having obtained a qualification equivalent to the Level 4 Diploma in Fire Safety.


Related Documents
JSP 426 Part 2
	Chapter 3 - Fire Safety Risk-Based Audit and Assurance.

	Chapter 4 - Fire Safety Management Plans.

	Chapter 5 - Fire Risk Assessments.


Further Guidance
	CFOA - Competency Framework for Business Fire Safety Regulators.

	Skills for Justice - National Occupational Standards for Fire Safety.
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